
2022 Sustainability Week Curricular Activities

Double Degree in Law and Global Governance, 
Economics & Legal Order

INSTITUTIONS & DECISION-MAKING

Faculty: Lligadas Gonzalez, Gemma 

This session will cover the theoretical framework 
necessary to carry out a simulation of the Financing for 
Development UN Conference, aimed at achieving the 
Millennium Development Goals in sessions 5 and 6 of the 
course.

MODERN POLITICAL THOUGHT

Faculty: Saez Giol, Lluis      

Students will be invited to participate in a cineforum 
in which a film related to environmental sustainability 
will be shown, followed by a debate, moderated by the 
professor, on the current state of the planet and its 
causes (cultural, economic, political, etc.), as well as a 
discussion on the possible ways to overcome or improve 
the problems, their viability and the conditions necessary 
for them to succeed in their performance.

CONTRATACIÓN PRIVADA

Faculty: Castineira Jerez, Jorge  

Fairness in contract law

Discussion with the professor on the proposed topic. 
The following are some of the questions that will be 
discussed in class: Should there be a real or market 
equivalence between the benefits of a contract? Can the 
imbalance between the position of the parties be a limit 
to their autonomy? Should the liberal prism on which civil 
or commercial contracts are based be reviewed? Does it 
make sense, for example, to reserve the control of validity/
abusiveness to consumer contracts? How can we move 
towards a fairer contractual system without jeopardizing 
the legal certainty that must underpin contract law?

SOCIAL THOUGHT II

Faculty: Saez Giol, Lluis    

Students will be invited to participate in a cineforum 
in which a film related to environmental sustainability 
will be shown, followed by a debate, moderated by the 
professor, on the current state of the planet and its 
causes (cultural, economic, political, etc.), as well as a 
discussion on the possible ways to overcome or improve 
the problems, their viability and the conditions necessary 
for them to succeed in their performance.
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